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This item allows the user to build the Honda 
NSR500 ’84 (which also appeared as Item 
14121) using clear parts, allowing full view of 
the details of the bike’s interior which would 
otherwise be obscured by the machine’s
colored cowlings. Of particular interest are 
the expansion chambers and fuel tank, 
which are positioned above and below the 
engine respectively in a rather unique layout

• 1/12 scale plastic assembly kit model.
• Length: 166mm.
• Includes white and clear parts sets to recreate cowlings, gas chamber cover and seat cowl.
• Chambers are screwed to the model in sets of 2.
• Features highly realistic recreations of 4-cylinder engine and aluminum frame.
• Fuel tank is detachable.

14126 1/12 Full View NSR500 '84   LTD



During the 1966 Road Racing World
Championship GP season, motorsports
legend Mike “The Bike” Hailwood raced the
Honda RC166 in the 250cc class, where he
stormed to 10 victories on his way to
claiming the World Championship. The
RC166 featured a 6-cylinder engine with six
exhaust pipes which produced excellent top
speeds. 1966 saw Honda record an amazing
feat by claiming all five Manufacturers’
Championship titles that were on offer.

14127 1/12 Full View Honda RC166  LTD
• 1/12 scale plastic assembly kit model.
• Length: 166mm.
• This "Full-View" model features clear plastic parts to allow appreciation of the inner 
details of the Honda RC166 GP racer.
• The famous features of the air-cooled 6-cylinder engine, including the crank case and 
cylinder fin have been accurately reproduced.
• The solid rubber tires feature a triangular shaped tread pattern as seen during the 1960’s.
• Photo-etched parts and metal transfers included to depict model's details.



This "Full-View" model 
features clear plastic 
parts to allow 
appreciation of the inner 
details of the Yamaha 
YZR-M1 '09 Fiat Yamaha 
Team bike.

14128 1/12 Full View 
YZR-M109 Fiat Yamaha LTD

• The mechanical aspects of the 2009 YZR-M1 including its powerful 800cc 4-cylinder engine and front &
rear suspensions have been precisely reproduced.
• The front and rear slick tires are made with solid rubber and come with Bridgestone tire markings for 
greater realism.
• Side cowlings are detachable even after assembly.
• Various cables such as clutch and brake cables are depicted with vinyl tubing.
• High quality Cartograf marking included.



24330 1/24 Full View 
Porsche Carrera GT  LTD

The Porsche Carrera GT is 
now available as a "Full-
View" model complete with 
clear plastic parts to enable
appreciation of the inner 
workings of the car. The 
super sports car features a 
V10 engine which delivers a
maximum 8,400 rpm, 
providing a whopping 605hp 
and propelling the Carrera to 
a maximum speed of 
330km/
h. Weighing just 205kg, the 
engine is mounted in the 
middle of the carbon fiber 
chassis for optimum weight
distribution and a lower 
center of gravity. The car's 
two-piece detachable 
hardtop can be removed to 
allow open
top style, while rear sports 
wing provides downforce.

• 1/24 scale plastic assembly kit model.
• Length: 193mm.
• Transparent body parts allow full view of 5.6 liter engine and carbon

composite frame.
• Roof parts are detachable. Engine hood part is openable.
• Wheels and exhausts are depicted with metal-plated parts.
• Rear spoiler can be depicted in either retracted or deployed position.
• Porsche emblem and side mirror surfaces are depicted with metal transfers.



The Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren is now 
available as a "Full-View" model complete 
with clear plastic parts to
enable appreciation of the inner workings 
of the car. The Mercedes-Benz SLR legend 
made a comeback in 2003,
when the Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren 
debuted at the Frankfurt Motor Show. 
With its slick styling, lightweight
carbon-fiber monocoque body, and 
powerful supercharged 5.5 liter V8 
engine, the new SLR is equally at home
at the track or on the streets, and is the 
quintessential next generation premium 
sports car.

24331 1/24 Full View Mercedes SLR McLaren LTD

• Transparent body parts allow full view of detailed supercharged V8 engine.
• Distinctive long-nosed body shape accurately reproduced.
• Elegant gull wing doors can be opened and closed even after assembly.
• Hood can be opened to display detailed engine bay.
• Metal transfers for manufacturer emblems included for extra detail.
• Die-cast under-panel adds weight and realism.



24332 Hiace Tamiya Delivery Truck
This item is a new version of a Tamiya classic model originally released back in 1983, the Toyota Hiace
Quick Delivery. The vehicle itself was a popular van produced by Toyota until 2011, and as the name 
suggests, its primary function was delivery of items. The compact vehicle featured a cargo area in 
excess of 2 meters wide and over 1.5 meters long that could carry a maximum load of up to 1.5 tons in 
weight, making it perfect for delivering a variety of goods around the cramped and busy spaces typical 
of urban areas of Japan. It ran on a reliable engine producing 72hp.

• 1/24 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• Side and rear doors can be attached in open or closed positions as the modeler wishes.
• Features re-designed and re-written instruction manual.
• Includes updated set of markings, featuring Tamiya and Mini 4WD logo stickers, plus a 
wide range of generic designs to allow users to create their own unique design for the 
vehicle.
• Miniature assembly Tamiya cardboard boxes included.



This is a re-
release of 

item 30607, 
which first 
appeared 

over 30 years 
ago as a 

motorized 
model. The 

model
featured 
excellent 

detail for its 
time, thanks 
to extensive 
research by 

Tamiya 
designers. 

• This is a 1/25 scale plastic assembly model kit.
• Length: 395mm, Width 140mm.
• Hatches can be depicted in either open or closed 
positions.
• Movable suspension features plastic torsion bars.
• Factory-assembled link type resin tracks enable 
depiction of a realistic sag effect.
• 1 tank crew and 3 officer figures included.

30607 1/25 Jagdpanther LTD



30612  1/25 Panther A LTD

• This is a 1/25 scale plastic assembly model kit.
• Moveable suspension utilizes plastic torsion bars.
• Includes pre-assembled tracks.
• Contains 3 sets of markings to depict German vehicles, 

plus a NEW marking option to allow the depiction of a Free French
Forces tank.

This model 
of the 

Panther A 
was 

originally 
sold as a 

motorized 
model 

back in 
1967, and 

it now 
appears as 

a
static 

model. 



30614  1/25 British Army Centurion MK III  LTD

• This is a 1/25 scale plastic assembly model kit.
• Moveable suspension utilizes plastic torsion bars.
• Includes pre-assembled tracks.

This is a re-
release of the 
Centurion first 
appeared 
over 30 years 
ago as a 
motorized 
model. 
The 
model
featured 
excellent 
detail for its 
time, thanks 
to extensive 
research by 
Tamiya 
designers. 



89569  1/25 Russian Tank T34 Type 85   LTD
This is a re-

release of the 
T34 Type 85, 

first appeared 
over 30 years 

ago as a 
motorized 

model. The 
model

featured 
excellent 

detail for its 
time, thanks 
to extensive 
research by 

Tamiya 
designers. 

• This is a 1/25 scale plastic assembly model kit.
• Moveable suspension utilizes plastic torsion bars.
• Includes pre-assembled tracks.



The USS Hammann
(DD-412) was a Sims 
class destroyer that 

was commissioned in 
1939. In 1942, she 
rescued men from 

the stricken aircraft 
carrier Lexington. 

However, she may be 
best known for her 

final moments, in the
Battle of Midway. 

Having rescued the 
crew of the badly-

damaged USS 
Yorktown aircraft 

cruiser, it remained
alongside to assist 
with repairs when 

the ships were 
attacked by a 

Japanese I-168 
submarine, the 

Hammann eventually 
taking a torpedo 

and sinking.

31911   1/700 U.S. Navy Destroyer DD412 Hammann
About the Model
• 1/700 scale plastic assembly kit model.
• Length: 151mm
• The form of the ship with integrated hull and forecastle is accurately

reproduced.
• Armament such as 12.7cm guns, 53.3cm torpedo tubes, depth 

charge and 12.7mm machine guns are faithfully replicated.
• Model depicts Waterline display model with one piece hull.



PREVIOUSLY FROM TAMIYA ……………….POST WAR JAPANESE TANKS

NOW FROM TAMIYA ……………….THE LATEST STATE OF THE ART JAPANESE TANK

LIGHTWEIGHT……….MANOUVERABLE……… BIG FIREPOWER……. INTO SERVICE 2012.



The Type 10 is the Japan Ground Self Defense Force’s next generation main battle tank. Now, it 
joins its predecessors the Type 61, Type 74 and Type 90 in the Tamiya 1/35 Military Miniatures 
series. The Type 10 was first shown to the world in 2010 (that’s where the 10 in its name comes 
from), and was assigned to units starting in 2012. Among the many advances from the previous 
Type 90 model are a Japanese-made 120mm smoothbore main gun, and the so-called C4I system. 
This state-of-the-art computerized system allows the Type 10 to be connected to a computer 
network and share information with other tanks, enabling co-ordinated actions.



Side skirts covering the road wheels.

Rear grille and exhaust duct, plus tow rope.

Double-pin, single block tracks. 

Lights embedded into the frontal armour. 

3 sets of markings



Faithful reproductions of turret
modular armor. 

Turret features such as commander’s hatch, 
M2 heavy machine gun and mount.

Gunner sights. 

Ammunition hatch and basket,
environmental sensor and antennas.



35329   1/35 JGSDF Type 10 Tank



The Type 1 Self-Propelled Gun was 
produced from 1943, and around 140 
were manufactured. Due to severe 
damage suffered during their 
transportation to the front line in the 
Phillipines, a large number of Type 1s 
never actually made it into battle, but 
those that did are said to have been 
rated highly by the opposing U.S. forces.

• 1/35 scale plastic assembly kit model.
• Length: 173cm, Width: 67cm.
• This item features Item 35095 Japan Type 1 Self-Propelled Gun and Item 35090 Japanese Infantry Set.
• The roofless fighting compartment and 75mm field gun are recreated in excellent detail.
• In addition to gunner and loader figures from Item 35095, 4 soldier figures from Item 35090 included.
• Accessories such as armor-piercing and howitzer rounds are also reproduced in scale form.
• Features belt-type tracks.
• Includes insignia decals for figures.
• Comes in a new packaging.

35331 Type 1 Japanese Tank with 6 figures



The latest item to join 
the Tamiya-Italeri series 
is the M109 Self-
Propelled Howitzer, a 
mainstay of the U.S.
military which has 
served from its 
introduction in 1962 
right up to the present 
day. In the late 1960s, 
the vehicle
was assigned to units in 
the Vietnam War, where 
some vehicles were 
fitted with a gun shield 
in front of the
commander’s cupola 
and machine gun.

• 1/35 scale plastic assembly kit. Length: 190mm
• Vehicle parts are product of Italeri.
• This item features new details such as the large bolts on main gun bore evacuator, hand rails on rear of
the turret, front right drain pipe and exhaust detailing. The detail improvement doesn’t stop there, with
recreations of welded joints adding a feeling of superb realism.
• Assembly type tracks included. Jig is also included for easy track assembly.
• Includes 3 figures and parts to create commander’s cupola shield, bunk and more. 

Figure bases are also in the set to enable simple diorama creation.
• 2 sets of parts included for creating vehicle with or without gun shield.
• 2 types of decals to depict the tank appeared in the Vietnam War are also included.

37013 1/35 M109 Vietnam



37014  1/35 508CM Coloniale

The latest item to join the Tamiya-Italeri series is the 508CM “Coloniale”. The 508CM “Coloniale” 
was the military version of the 1,100cc Fiat 508C Balilla originally released in 1937. The Coloniale
was notably used by the Italian Army in North Africa, for both the transportation of officers and 
reconnaissance activities. Following the Italian surrender in 1943, the Coloniale was 
commandeered and used in large numbers by the German
forces.

• This is a 1/35 scale plastic assembly kit.
• Vehicle parts are a product of Italeri.
• Includes newly-inserted parts to depict closed convertible roof, giving modelers the choice of an

open- or closed-top vehicle.
• Includes headlight parts to recreate the Coloniale in German Army specifications.
• Comes with 2 types of Italian Army and 1 type of German Army marking decals.
• Also included in the kit are 2 Italian soldier figures and 1 German soldier figure, in addition to

decals for recreating Italian Army insignia.



British & Belgian
GP versions. 
Includes Different brake 
Discs, Screen & ignition 
System to make either
version

E004
1/20 scale
Lotus 49



49819 1/350 
Prince of Wales Photo Etch set
• Contains an extensive number of highly-
detailed photo-etched parts to add a 
further layer of realism to the Prince of 
Wales.
• Includes materials to recreate wooden 
deck surface.



76012 Solar Car Assembly Kit

Originally released as Item 76001 in 1991, this solar car model's main frame is now molded in clear blue. It
runs on solar energy, which it converts into electricity via its solar panel. Its speed is influenced by the 
strength of the sun’s rays and the angle of the solar panel. The kit includes everything needed for easy snap-
fit/screw together assembly, including solar panel, motor, and plastic frame/chassis and wheels. Simple 
wiring is required to complete the assembly. Solar panel angle and gear ratio (3 settings) can be adjusted.

• Dimensions L: 245mm, W:81mm, H:76mm
• Features a clear blue molded plastic body.
• 3 gear ratios: 1.7:1, 2.2:1 and 3.4:1.
• Steerable front wheels.
• Solar cells have epoxy coating to make them less

vulnerable to breakage when dropped.



This handy tool is perfect for modifying plastic models or Mini 4WD machines, as well 
as woodcraft. Its blades are slightly thicker than Item 74018 Mini Razor Saw and 
therefore less prone to distortion or warping. The item includes 2 blades of different 
width, and features fine teeth which enable it to cut through a variety of materials
while leaving a smooth finish. The 2 blades can be inserted into the included plastic 
grip, which features the Tamiya logo and “TAMIYA CRAFT TOOLS” in printed lettering.
About the Item
• Includes wide carbon steel blade x1 and slim carbon steel blade x1
• Both blades are of .35mm thickness.
• Wide blade length: 46mm
• Slim blade length: 43mm

74111
Handy
Craft 
Saw II



87147 400

87148 600

87149 1000

87150 1500

Tamiya Sanding Sponge

Attached to a flexible sponge base, the 
abrasive coat of this sanding sheet is well-
suited to removing protrusions on plastic 
models and also finishing materials such 
as wood and metal. The sponge’s 
flexibility allows even finishing of curved 
surfaces and hard-to-reach corners. This 
item can be easily cut into the desired 
shape/size using a modeling knife. 
Suitable for wet sanding use. Choose 
from 4 different levels of abrasion.

• Contents: Tamiya Sanding Sponge Sheet x1
• Dimensions: 114 x 140mm
• Abrasive material: Aluminum oxide
• Sponge thickness: 5mm




